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DEAF AND DISABILITIES NEWSLETTER May-June 2022

Dear Friend,
 
Welcome to the May-June newsletter of the Deaf and
Disabilities Ministry of Catholic Charities/Kansas City-St.
Joseph!

Charlene McGuire
Recently, Charlene McGuire, (right) who was very active in
SPRED (Special Religious Education for the Developmentally
Disabled) passed away (Feb. 10, 2022). Becky Turner, one of
our interpreters, offered this reflection on Charlene's life:

When I remember Charlene, the first thing that comes to mind
is her smile. She loved Jesus, her family and friends, and her
church. She was a warrior for those who could not speak for
themselves. Through SPRED and Special Olympics, she
taught many people about Jesus and how to love one another. She did more than
volunteer at SPRED, Charlene would travel to one parish and then
another encouraging and helping people with different abilities participate in their
parishes- all the while educating others about their gifts. She was one of a kind! May she
Rest In Peace. 

We offer Charlene's family our deepest condolences.

Our Faith Journey interview is with Steve Nash, a parishioner of St. Mark's, who Lisa met
at the National Mental Health Conference. Photographs from the conference and a brief
reflection about the gathering are also shared in this issue.

Twiddles Available! 
If you are unfamiliar, Twiddles® are playful activity/comfort aids that help individuals (of all
ages) with a range of sensory-related conditions. They are designed to keep hands and
minds active and engaged, or soothed and calmed. 
 
If there is an individual in your parish that could benefit from a Twiddle, please contact us
through the email address at the end of this letter. We will send one to you- free of charge.
(While they remain available.)

As always, if you have ideas for future articles or individuals to interview for Together,
please let us know! To share your thoughts, please contact Lisa Wagner-Carollo, Deaf and
Disabilities Ministries Coordinator, at (816) 659-8262 or lcarollo@ccharities.com. 

 
In Christ,
 
Lisa Wagner-Carollo, Deaf and Disabilities Ministries Coordinator
& Linda Hopkins, Department Supervisor

FAITH JOURNEY:
Interview with Steve Nash

Steve Nash is a Council Member of the Council on Mental Illness and Wellness for the
National Catholic Partnership on Disability (NCPD) and an independent mental health
awareness advocate. Steve is also a parishioner at St. Mark’s Catholic Church in
Independence, Missouri. Recently, when I attended the National Mental Health
Conference, “Building a Culture of Community: Equipping Leaders for Mental Health
Ministry,” in the San Francisco area, I met Steve. We had to go all the way to California to
become acquainted! I’m so grateful that he agreed to be interviewed for this issue of
TOGETHER.
-Lisa Wagner-Carollo, Deaf and Disabilities Ministries Coordinator

LISA: Can you tell us about yourself? For example, what are three important things
we should know about you?

STEVE: I would have to say I am so grateful for the life I am now living. Every day, the
work I do presents me with the opportunity to help encourage people to do the things that
motivate or inspire them. I am quite curious about things and have a bit of a coaching
mentality and personality, so I love to help people explore their possibilities, open up to
their inner core, and experience life in a more wholesome fashion. It is a truly amazing
thing to witness as it is happening.

I suppose this is especially relevant to me as I too had to walk a similar path to reconnect
with my inner core and faith. Born a cradle Catholic in 1955, my parents made sure my
siblings and I received a proper religious upbringing. Dad was raised in the Church, mom
converted before they married, and she became a very devout Catholic. We regularly
attended Sunday mass, observed the holy days, participated in the sacraments, and
incorporated some prayer in our lives.

Our parents also made sure we received a proper religious education. I attended Catholic
grade school, high school, and college, where I ended up falling in love with and marrying
a beautiful Catholic woman, who gave birth to two handsome Catholic sons. You would
think at this point I would be full of gratitude and “fully radiating Catholic,” but no, after all
their planting of the faith, the seed still took many more years to germinate. Not until a
divorce, additional steps off the true path, and the struggles in life a loved one was having
did I even begin to recognize how far away I had drifted from faith and self. It was a
gradual, unrecognizable process at first- then it gained momentum.

My return to faith wasn’t accompanied by an epiphany, the process started subtly and still
has room for growth every day. The journey back was a slow and arduous one at first,
punctuated with a great deal of trauma, but it too gained momentum. Looking back and
knowing what I know now, clearly the drifting away began a long time ago. I just wasn’t
aware of it. The return path could have been a straighter one, but I didn’t take it. So many
different turns were taken along the way, it’s remarkable it became a destination point.
One might feel I was doing everything humanly possible not to arrive, yet God seemed to
patiently insist: “Go the Distance.”

Since then, my faith has become much stronger than it ever was before. Humility,
kindness, temperance, and patience have become much closer friends.

L: How did you become a Council Member of the Council on Mental Illness and
Wellness for the National Catholic Partnership on Disability (NCPD)? 

S: Actually, becoming a member wasn’t really on my radar when I first became aware of
the NCPD. My purpose for visiting their website was to determine whether some of the
new findings in the science of mental health, specifically in the area of Complex Trauma,
did in fact align with my faith. If they did not, then there would be a problem with my
continuing to research and present some of the information that was coming my way.
Discovering the Theological Framework that the NCPD Council on Mental Illness and
Wellness had produced for addressing the stigmatization of mental illness along with their
expressed desire to eliminate it spoke volumes to me. Statements within the framework
confirmed an alignment with faith while the stigmatization message revealed how much of
a negative impact it has in treatment and recovery. My son had suffered with mental health
and substance use challenges prior to taking his own life in March 2018, so these
statements were quite familiar and hit close to home.

The NCPD was already championing a great cause, one I happened to be passionate
about, and an opportunity to get involved with them arose, so I graciously accepted the
offer. The leadership of Charleen Katra, NCPD Executive Director and Chris Miller, NCPD
Chair of the Council on Mental Illness and Wellness were instrumental in helping me make
the decision.

L: How does your faith connect with your work?

S: What an interesting question. If my faith wasn’t involved, I wouldn’t have gotten here,
but if I had become more involved in my faith any earlier, I wouldn’t have gotten here
either. Without my faith I wouldn’t have seen this path at all. With my faith I would have
been more prepared to avert what occurred and never seen this path as well. I can only
believe God has a purpose for what happened.

Needless to say, I believe my faith, not unlike the faith of many others, was challenged
several times, on many fronts, at different levels, and at weak moments, but with God’s
grace it stayed true to its nature within me until I was ready to fully embrace it. Maybe I
could explain this a bit more at another time. For now, you might say the story was the
onset of a perfect storm and grace allowed me to weather it.

As far as the connection between my faith and work are concerned, faith has become the
keystone in the building process. A great deal of my time over the past eight to 12 years
has been spent learning about, listening to, and witnessing many other individuals and
families who are struggling with and navigating the same obstacles my son and I
encountered while trying to find relief for him. The issue of Complex Trauma is a key
component. I felt a calling to help in some fashion. So, my mission became to assist in the
effort to create an awareness of this dilemma, so others won’t have to endure the same
experiences or end result my son and family did.

L: You recently attended the National Mental Health Conference, “Building a Culture
of Community: Equipping Leaders for Mental Health Ministry.” What was your
experience of the conference? What did you find to be the most helpful/impactful?

S: I thought it was great! Of course, I would say that because I was part of the planning
committee. But really, it was a wonderful experience. The weather in Los Altos, CA was
terrific, and the Jesuit retreat center was quite scenic and accommodating. The keynote
speakers were all well-informed and engaging as were those who conducted the breakout
sessions. The information they provided was valuable and thought-provoking. It was a
great opportunity to network and visit with a cross section of people from across the
country who are supporting mental health ministries in their communities. Comparing
notes is always rewarding.

The most impactful thing I got from the conference is the degree of willingness people
have to help others in need. It was extremely satisfying to know that many others share
the same passion and are willing to offer their services to make a huge difference.

L: Is there anything you would like to add?

Many of the issues we are confronted with in our ministries, whether they present as
physical or mental limitations, generally show marked improvement through healthy
relationship in a safe and compassionate environment. Addressing the issue of
stigmatization of these conditions is something everyone can do and we have
accomplished a good deal through the efforts of our ministries. Now more than ever
seems to be a good time for us to broaden this message!

National Mental Health Conference, Building a Culture of Community:
Equipping Leaders for Mental Health Ministry

Last month, from May 19th-21st, I attended the first-ever Mental Health Ministry
Conference for mental health ministers at the Jesuit Retreat Center in Los Altos, CA (just
outside of San Francisco- please see photo below). Our department has been focused
over the last year (among other projects) on parish mental health ministry. The conference
was a wonderful gathering of committed, passionate individuals from across the country
who are dedicated to this ministry.

The conference was co-sponsored by The Association of Catholic Mental Health
Ministers, The National Catholic Partnership on Disability (NCPD), and the California
Catholic Conference.

I gleaned so much valuable information from the speakers and discussions and made
some amazing new connections. 

I’ve displayed some photos from the conference, below. 

The conference opened with a keynote by Bishop John Dolan of San Diego, (upper left).
He spoke on Building Parish Communities of Hope. I was moved by his reflections,
especially his thoughts about losing two siblings and a brother-in-law, who all died by
suicide. 

The second evening of the conference, we heard from author Father Ron Rolheiser who
spoke on Understanding Mental Health and Responding More Generatively to it when it is
Fragile or Broken – Towards a Deeper Empathy. In the bottom left photo, myself and the
Executive Director of the NCPD, Charleen Katra, share a conversation with Father Ron.

Our final speaker (bottom right photo) was Maribel Laguna, Board President of the
Catholic Psychotherapy Association. She spoke on Affirming Accompaniment in a Mental
Health Pandemic.

One of my favorite sessions was a break-out session in which we heard from a variety of
churches that currently conduct mental health ministries. They spoke honestly about the
joys and challenges of their work. Overall, the entire conference was invigorating,
enlightening, and inspiring.
-Lisa Wagner-Carollo, Deaf and Disabilities Ministries Coordinator

INTERPRETED MASSES
For the D/deaf & Hard of Hearing

July 3 - St. Elizabeth Church
2 E. 75th Street, Kansas City

10:00 AM

July 10- St. Thomas More Church
11822 Holmes Road, Kansas City

11:00 AM

July 17-St. Peter’s Church
701 E. Meyer Blvd., Kansas City

11:00 AM

July 24 - St. Joseph the Worker Church
2200 N. Blue Mills Road, Independence

11:30 AM

All are welcome!
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